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DRIVING UPTIME EVERY DAY

Peterbilt Demonstrates Commitment to Customer Profitability

A LETTER FROM THE GENERAL MANAGER

DRIVING UPTIME
Today’s trucking industry is as sophisticated as it’s ever been. From owneroperators to large fleets, truck operators
are relying more and more on understanding the vast amount of data at their
disposal to manage business operations.
Specifically, turning this data into information has become an indispensable tool

COMMAND
AND
CONTROL
Your jobsite requires constant vehicle control. That’s why Fuller Advantage ® Series automated
transmissions can be configured with optional features like Urge to Move, Creep Mode and
Blended Pedal for enhanced low-speed maneuverability. Now available for vocational
applications, it’s got 110,000 pounds GCW capability and 6- and 8-bolt PTO openings. Best of
all, the Precision Lubrication system eliminates the transmission oil cooler to cut down on
costs and maintenance headaches. And it’s backed by the solutions, support and expertise of
the industry-leading Roadranger ® network. Learn more at eatoncummins.com

for measuring efficiency, productivity,
and profitability. These metrics are vitally
important, but they are driven by another
important metric: uptime.
At Peterbilt, our unrelenting focus is
on ensuring that we provide customers

Jason Skoog

with the most profitable ownership experience possible. We do this with passion, purpose, and partnership. For a more detailed
accounting of that commitment and dedication, I invite you to read “Driving Uptime Every Day” (page 18). Also read about
how our guiding principles, detailed in the Peterbilt brand promise (page 24), drive us to deliver you durable, dependable, and
reliable trucks.
Just as Peterbilt innovation and technological advances have been a catalyst for positive change in the industry, so too has the
way we engage with our customers evolved, whether in person, online, or in print. This completely reinvented issue of First Class
magazine, a publication with more than three decades of must-read history, demonstrates our commitment to always moving forward. It still proudly shares customer success stories, but it also introduces you to a few of the countless men and women who are
the heart and soul of the Peterbilt brand—our team of professionals who work tirelessly to drive uptime for you and your business.

Jason Skoog
PACCAR Vice President
Peterbilt General Manager

©2017 Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission Technologies. All rights reserved.
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ASK THE EXPERT

Current Events

Senior principal engineer Bill Kahn has evaluated emerging technologies for Peterbilt for the last
20 years. Currently, he and his Advanced Concepts team have been working on electrification—an
effort that involves thousands of tiny batteries like the one he holds in his hand here.
“Electrification” is on many people’s
minds. What exactly is electrification?
When it comes to an electric truck, we speak
of electrification of the powertrain and the
auxiliaries. An electrified powertrain is very
different from a conventional in that an electric motor has all its torque at 0 rpm, where
as with a diesel it’s at 1,500 rpm. A 400-horsepower electric truck behaves substantially different then a 400-horsepower diesel. The electric will
give you substantially better
launch capabilities, but at
highway speeds you lose
gradeability and need a
means to torque-multiply, like a two-speed
gearbox. A diesel needs a lot of
gears to get up to
speed and then can
be direct-drive at cruise.
Since we won’t have a fan belt anymore, we
have to run components like air compressors,
A/C compressors, etc. electrically. These components don’t exist today, so we have to do a
lot of the development on our own.

Over the next rise waits the unexpected.

Even the safest drivers are at risk of rear-end collisions, rollovers, and loss of control. Reduce
that risk with the Bendix portfolio of integrated safety solutions for tractors, trucks, buses, and
trailers. Protect your fleet with the Bendix® Wingman® family of advanced collision mitigation
technologies, the unequaled stopping power of Bendix® ADB22X™ air disc brakes, and fullstability control from Bendix® ESP®. Tackle today’s challenges with tools like BlindSpotter®,
our side object detection solution, SafetyDirect®, for data and video at your fingertips – and
so much more.
The road ahead is changing like never before. Are you ready?

Prepare now. To learn how, visit saftertrucks.com/solutions, email
safetysolutions@bendix.com, or call 1.800.AIR.BRAKE (1.800.247.2725) today.

Shaping tomorrow’s transportation. Together.™

Proud 2019 ATA
Corporate Partner

In January 2019, Peterbilt rolled out
the 220EV medium-duty cabover. Along
with the 520EV and 579EV, that’s three
entries into the realm of electric trucks.
How can customers start to prepare?
Everybody is asking about electric trucks. An
electric truck has the potential for excellent
acceleration and productivity. It will reduce
energy costs and maintenance costs. But fleets
will really have to take a look at their duty
cycles. They will also need to consider weight,
range, and recharge time. Most importantly,
we have to make fleets aware of the infrastructure requirements for charging the vehicles.

get battery pack costs down, we think we will
see rapid engagement in the industry.
What do things currently look like for
Peterbilt electric trucks?
Right now, we are building six 220EVs to be
deployed as part of a grant-funded customer

field test in California. We are also deploying
30 579EV drayage trucks to serve the Port of
Long Beach and three 520EVs for Sacramento
Waste Management. Grants are offsetting the
development cost of the vehicles while we
determine the capability of the trucks to meet
the different duty cycles.
When do you think Peterbilt electric
vehicles will be more widely available?
We’re looking at the zero-emission Peterbilt
220EV being available in 2020 at low volumes.
It will be driven by customers who are willing
to pay more because the truck meets their
sustainability goals or they have grant funding.
From there we can look at the Model 520EV
refuse truck, which may have a favorable ROI
because of stop-and-go driving’s effect on
fuel economy and high maintenance costs
due to numerous brake changes. An electric powertrain really helps by providing
superior torque and regenerative braking
for this application. The Model 579EV
drayage trucks are a good market when
supported by voucher programs to offset
cost. The over-the-road trucks will likely
be pushed to market by competitive
demand.
Do you mean long-haul trucks?
No. These are 80- to 200-mile, purposebuilt electric trucks, not diesel replacements.
What is your team working on that longhaul fleets can look forward to?
Level 4 autonomy, when you have a driver in
the truck but not necessarily driving, is one of
our biggest efforts for this market. We feel this
technology can significantly affect the hoursof-service rules for drivers. By the end of this
year, we will be supporting developers of this

Bendix safety technologies complement safe driving practices and are not intended to enable or encourage aggressive driving. No
commercial vehicle safety technology replaces a skilled, alert driver exercising safe driving techniques and proactive, comprehensive
driver training. Responsibility for the safe operation of the vehicle remains with the driver at all times.

CORPORATE
PARTNER
© 2019 Bendix Commercial Vehicle Systems LLC, a member of the Knorr-Bremse Group. All Rights Reserved.
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What is the biggest challenge?
The real challenge is getting the cost of ownership down. The cost is in the batteries. If we can

technology with more than 60 vehicles on the
road collecting data, developing their systems,
and doing revenue-generating runs.
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FUTURE THINKING

LEADING THE CHARGE

Snapshot: Electric Trucks

Peterbilt is invested in the integration of electric powertrains into a wide range of existing products and applications for
development and testing. Already there are 14 electric Peterbilt trucks on the road, with plans to more than double that
number by the end of the year. Here’s a quick look at three models that customers are operating now.

Model 520EV

Peterbilt readies for the demand for electric powertrains. The company is
testing a variety of configurations and technologies in real-world applications.

 Class 8
 Refuse operations
 Zero emissions
3
52kW-hour
battery system

Fully electric-powered trucks are now in
more customer hands and on the road in more
applications for Peterbilt than for any other
North American truck manufacturer. That,
according to company officials, demonstrates
a level of commitment to the rapidly growing
electric truck movement that has customers
excited about the technology’s possibilities, and
Peterbilt is gearing up to meet the expected
demand.
“We began building electric demonstrator
trucks in 2017 and have had them on the road
returning real-world performance data since
early 2018,” says Scott Newhouse, Peterbilt’s
Chief Engineer. “We are evaluating the viability
for our customers—what’s the appropriate
customer applications? What’s the real payback?
And what charging infrastructure is needed?
Many of the customers I’ve talked to really sense
an opportunity with the electric powertrain.
They’re just trying to learn how the new
technology can best support their business and
operations model.”
To that end, Peterbilt currently has electric
trucks, in three configurations (see sidebar),
working in the refuse, regional haul and
medium-duty pick-up and delivery applications

8
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to gather as much data as possible. In the

Newhouse also notes that as production

coming months, the company plans to deploy

efficiencies are realized, the acquisition cost of

more than 30 test trucks—both Class 7 and

electric vehicles will come down. As a result,

8—in a variety of fleets.

fleets are looking at electric-powered vehicles as

“Right now, most of our range and
performance numbers are simulated or

an economic solution—and not just simply a
means of meeting sustainability goals.

demonstrated in engineering environments. We

“Total cost-of-ownership comparisons of

know the vehicle specification, battery capacity,

electric versus diesel tend to be more favorable

torque, and horsepower, for example, and we’re

in particular applications,” he says. “If you’re in

calculating the range. Now that we’ve got

a diesel refuse vehicle, for example, and want to

some trucks in a true duty cycle, we’ll be able

switch to electric, your two big savings points

to see real results in a variety of real customer

are fuel consumption and, on the maintenance

applications,” Newhouse says.

side, wear and tear on the foundation brake.

Newhouse expects the growth of electricpowered trucks to rely on several key factors,
including battery and system costs, customer
experience and confidence as well as the
implementation of charging infrastructure.

Those two savings can return a positive ROI in
a 10-year life cycle of these trucks.”
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THERE’S SOMETHING
ON THE HORIZON.
A change. A shift in the way we think about business. And in the way we all do business. It’s a move from
what’s traditional and expected. A move toward more innovation, more technology and more ideas. It’s a
future that delivers performance without dependence. A future that is both an evolution and a revolution.
It’s a change that’s better for the bottom line and for the place we live. A change that’s green. And blue.
Introducing Blue Horizon. The future of commercial vehicle systems. Brought to you by Meritor.

For now, the industry remains in an
evaluation stage.

“Right now, we’re focused on refuse, drayage

“We’ll soon be facing questions of industry

and pickup/delivery because these are more

readiness and scalability,” Newhouse says. “Is

predictable, repeated routes, within an 80-

the charging infrastructure available? What kind

to 200-mile range that the charging-station

of range can it support? And on the Peterbilt

infrastructure can support in the near term,”

side, is the dealer network and maintenance

Newhouse says. “Electric long-haul truck

techs set to go? We’ve been very proactive with

adoption will be more reliant on commercial

our dealer network in terms of helping them

accessibility of charging stations.”

prepare for this technology. They’ll be ready.”
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LOOKING BACK

The Long Run
This year marks the 80th anniversary of the founding of Peterbilt,
referred to as the Class of the trucking industry since 1939. In
1958, Pacific Car & Foundry (now PACCAR) acquired the truck
maker, and the Peterbilt plant was moved from Oakland, California,
to Newark, California, in 1960. In 1980, Peterbilt opened a stateof-the-art manufacturing facility in Denton, Texas. Then, 12 years
later, in 1992, the company moved its headquarters from California
to Texas. Today, the Denton plant maximizes production to meet
customer demands over three shifts.

difference between the people now
and in 1980 is that there are more
of them. The image of Peterbilt is
still quality, caring and first class.
There’s a lot of pride that comes
from working here. Even though I
don’t work on the line, even though
I don’t do the nuts and bolts of

Susan Bishop

Ken Montgomery

Susan Bishop and Ken Montgomery are the company’s first and second Texas hires, respectively. They both plan to retire in
the next year. Before they go on their way, they share a few memories.

production, when I see a Peterbilt
truck on the road, I feel part of that.
Ken: I wake up in the morning and
am ready to go to work. That feeling

What was your first day at
Peterbilt?

the morning. People were always asking if

quality. When I started, we were building

has lasted 39 years, and I am very

you needed help with anything. There was

a half a truck a day. We build trucks now

appreciative of that.

Susan: June 2, 1980. I am the longest-

a lot of teamwork. I had not experienced

at unprecedented levels. And the quality is

length-of-service employee of the Peterbilt

it to such a degree before that. There were

the best ever.

start-up team who was hired from the

new goals and challenges every day. We met

outside in 1980. I started as a receptionist in

them as a team each time and were ready for

What’s your best work memory?

the employment lobby.

more—and we got more!

Susan: My husband drives a truck; he drives

Ken: June 30, 1980. I was hired in materials
the final touches on the paint department.

What’s been the biggest or most
exciting change you’ve seen
during your career at Peterbilt?

There were racks to assemble and parts to

Susan: The computers! In the ’80s when

really special. He’s also been able to come

locate in stations. Then I became the first

someone was hired I had to type everything

out and watch his trucks being built. He’s

finish painter. I painted a chassis one day

on forms with six sheets of carbon on a

really proud to drive a Peterbilt.

and a cab and hood the next day.

typewriter. Every little thing had to be right

for a few weeks, while they were putting

What do you recall about your
earliest days at Peterbilt?

When I think back about how we did things
40 years ago, I wonder how did we survive?!

Susan: The family atmosphere; the attitudes

Recently, I asked an intern to make some

of the employees; and the company’s

labels and she didn’t know how to even use

commitment to the employees, community,

a typewriter.

and product.
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or I’d have to do the form again and again.

SL13K

one of his trucks was being built, I got to go
out to the line and drill a bolt into it. I got
to be a part of building that truck. That was

Ken: Last year, I got the fantastic opportunity
to go to Europe to check out several other
PACCAR plants. I was asked if I had been
to the European plants, and I hadn’t. The
next thing I knew, I was spending a week
working overseas.

Ken: The excitement and enthusiasm were

increase in build rates. It starts a chain

off the charts. You could feel it in the

reaction of more planning, more hours in the

Susan: It’s the same today as it was 39 years

attitudes and see it in the smiles. Everybody

day, often more shifts, and more people—all

ago. I love the people. Peterbilt people are

was happy and glad to see each other in

while maintaining and improving product

the finest people you’ll ever meet. The only
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ENGINEERED

a Peterbilt and hauls for the military. When

What’s your favorite thing about
your job?

Ken: The biggest change comes with the

Peterbilt employees pose with the first
truck to roll off the line in Denton in 1980.

Watson & Chalin and Peterbilt –
A First Class Combination!
Watson & Chalin and Peterbilt Motors Company innovate the industry through technologically advanced,
heavy-duty work solutions. This commitment to quality, performance and durability is evident in W&C’s
most popular auxiliary steerable suspension (SL1190 / 13,500 lb. capacity) that now includes optional
air disc brakes, provided by Bendix.
We know you have a choice when spec’ing your equipment and we thank you for choosing Peterbilt
and W&C – the best products you can depend on for the long haul.

800.445.0736 • 972.547.6020 • www.watsonsuspensions.com

Watson & Chalin is a brand of Hendrickson

© 2019 Watson & Chalin Manufacturing Inc. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks shown are owned by Watson & Chalin Manufacturing Inc., or one of its affiliates, in one or more countries.
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The Seven-Axle
Project

Lattimore Materials hauls cement for commercial and residential construction.
Here, two seven-axle mixers unload at a high school site in McKinney, Texas.

12
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Photography by Bruce Bennett

Lattimore Materials Co.’s Andy Eisenzimer designed a
new transit mixer that has become the U.S. standard for
parent company LafargeHolcim.
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Lattimore Materials Company
Member of the LafargeHolcim Group
Based in: McKinney, Texas
Year founded: 1961
Primary freight: Ready-mix concrete
Territory covered: Texas and beyond
Number of trucks: 281
(99% Peterbilt)

“Seeing a truck go from
paper to production—
and then watching it
work every day—it’s a
huge accomplishment in
my life.” —Andy Eisenzimer

W

hen Andy Eisenzimer moved
from Las Vegas to the DallasFort Worth area to work

Truck Specs
Peterbilt Model 567 transit mixer
with liftable trailing axle
Engine: PACCAR MX-11 430 HP
Front Axle: Meritor MFS20, 20,000
lb., with 3.74-in. drop
Back Axles: Meritor RT46-160,
46,000 lb., with Watson & Chalin
SL0893SSR 8,000-lb. pushers

The result is a purpose-built seven-

is based, opened in 1982, when the area

axle Peterbilt 567 that legally hauls 12

was still very rural and nothing like the

cubic yards of concrete on city streets

fast-growing and often-lauded city that

Company

and Interstate highways—the only

it is now. Today the plant runs six days

three years ago, he spotted something

truck configuration like it in the Dallas-

a week, averaging 8,000 to 10,000 cubic

surprising. “I’d never seen a three-axle

Fort Worth area. It sparked inquiries

yards of concrete per day. Eisenzimer

truck hauling concrete in my life,”

from other ready-mix manufacturers

says construction activity in the area

the fleet maintenance manager recalls.

and was quickly adopted as the standard

exceeds even what he saw at the height

“Where I come from, on the West Coast,

in the United States by Lattimore’s

of the Las Vegas boom.

that’s just not something you’ll find.”

parent company, LafargeHolcim, and

Eisenzimer began his career in concrete

now makes deliveries along the East

at the age of 16, when he went to work

Coast, around the Midwest, in the Deep

in the shop at Laird Whipple Concrete

South, and out West. LafargeHolcim

Construction in Las Vegas. He stayed

has 41 U.S. subsidiaries in all.

in construction in that area for decades,

at

Lattimore

Materials

California and Nevada enforce strict
bridge law weight limits relative to
number of axles. Eisenzimer couldn’t
imagine that the math in Texas was any
different. “To comply with bridge law

14

Number of employees: 300
(including 200 drivers)

Competitive Advantage

helping to build many of the casinos on
the famed Strip as well as the multiuse

in a three-axle truck, you can legally

Lattimore Materials operates 18

haul only 6 yards of concrete; you can’t

CityCenter. When the market crashed in

plants in the Dallas-Fort Worth area

2008, Eisenzimer left for a brief stint in

legally get on the Interstate with more

and six in the Houston area. They serve

the gold mining industry before returning

than that. On the streets you can go

all aspects of commercial and residential

to Las Vegas and then moving to Texas.

up to 9 yards with a Texas permit.”

construction, from high schools and

Years as a mechanic and driver of transit

That didn’t seem like a best practice

apartment buildings to roadways for the

mixers make him uniquely qualified to

to Eisenzimer, so he set out to do

Texas Department of Transportation.

have been integral in the creation of

something different.

The McKinney plant, where Eisenzimer

Lattimore’s seven-axle Peterbilt.
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Earnest Chaney

A Driver’s Dream

“I was charged with designing
something that made us unique in
the marketplace. My first task was
determining the maximum payload we
could get with bridge law at 80,000
pounds. What we ended up with is a
34-foot-long truck with seven axles,
including a tag axle and three pushers,
that can legally carry 12.87 cubic yards.
It’s the largest concrete truck in Collin

was an easy decision. The MX-11 shaved

automated. “Instead of a driver pulling a

After that, it’s incremental profits.

400 pounds from the previous engine

chute, he flips a switch,” he says.

Lattimore took delivery of the first
seven-axle trucks in 2018. Now it has
nearly 100—or almost 40 percent of
its mixer fleet. (The company also
maintains a fleet of Peterbilt tanker
trucks that haul cement powder from
the Holcim plant in Midlothian,

County. Nobody else in the Dallas-Fort

Texas.) Eisenzimer worked closely with

Worth area can do what we do.”

Peterbilt’s vocational team to bring his

What that means for customers is

16

567 is about a year,” Eisenzimer says.

idea to life.

and boosted horsepower from 385 hp
to 430 hp. Aluminum cross members, a
smaller aluminum fuel tank, aluminum
rims, and an aluminum chute also cut
weight. Engineers experimented with
8,000-pound axles early in the design
process, but they eventually found
10,000-pound axles were needed to
meet the demands of a heavy payload.
Technology was also top of mind.
Mixer functions are now controlled

fewer deliveries—and thus fewer fees.

The first priority: weight. “The

remotely—Eisenzimer removed all the

What that means for Lattimore is a

whole thing is designed around weight,”

controls from the back of the truck,

greater return on investment. “With the

Eisenzimer says. “My goal was to get

eliminating the wiring running down the

extra amount of concrete that we can

the vehicle as light as possible to achieve

frame—from up to 100 yards. The chute

haul, payback on the seven-axle Model

maximum payload.” A PACCAR engine

at the back of the mixer has also been

F irst C l ass M agazine

Trucks have certainly changed in
the years since Eisenzimer climbed
behind the wheel of his first rig—a
1973 Peterbilt. At the time, he didn’t
guess he’d someday design one—and
that after more than a year of decisions
he would watch the first seven-axle
Model 567 roll off the production line
at the Peterbilt manufacturing facility
in Denton.
“I love seeing something come

Driver Earnest Chaney loves his Peterbilt 567 transit mixer. Chaney
began driving for Lattimore in March 2002. Prior to that, he drove
Peterbilt trucks over the road after working in cab set for two
years at the company’s Denton plant in the late 1990s. It’s merely
coincidence that Chaney once built the trucks he now drives—but
these are circumstances he’s happy about. “I had a passion for
building the trucks,” Chaney says, “and over the years, my passion
for Peterbilt grew.”
Chaney was the first of Lattimore’s drivers to begin deliveries in
the seven-axle Model 567, and he appreciates its ease of operation.
Precheck is done with the push of a button, he says. The six-speed
Allison automatic transmission helps prevent fatigue. Cruise control,
a backup camera, a telescopic steering wheel, electric mirrors, and
a RollTek-equipped Atlas 2 driver’s seat with armrests all contribute
to a good day at the office, Chaney says. “After 15 hours at work, I’m
not worn out from pushing in the clutch and moving chutes. I still
feel like doing something after I get home.”

to life,” he says. “That’s why I love
construction. And seeing a truck go
from paper to production—and then
to watch it work every day—it’s a huge
accomplishment in my life.”
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Peterbilt demonstrates commitment to customer profitability.
“Peterbilt is unwavering in its
commitment to creating the most
profitable ownership experience it
can for its customers.” —Jason Skoog

The math is simple. A truck that
is working is making money. Profits
depend on keeping trucks on the
road. For this reason, Peterbilt has
prioritized numerous initiatives
to ensure customer uptime and
maximize profitability.
“Peterbilt

is

unwavering

in

its

commitment to creating the most
profitable ownership experience it
can for its customers, and that starts
with designing and manufacturing the
highest quality products on the market,”

18

duration of their ownership
experience.
“The Peterbilt dealer network
continues to make significant
investments

in

efforts

to

investments result in delivery of the

hire and develop qualified

most technologically advanced and

technicians, build more service bays,

driver-friendly trucks available.

and expand hours of service,” continues

“Another Peterbilt key commitment

Skoog. “Additionally, we have launched
numerous

innovative

programs,

is the growth and evolution of our

processes, and technologies to advance

aftersales support capabilities,” he

our customer support and uptime

adds, “ranging from unrivaled service

initiatives.

says Peterbilt General Manager Jason

expertise and availability to the latest

Skoog. “To that end, we have invested

in diagnostic advancements. The tools

in the industry with the best dealer

at record levels over the past five years in

we offer customers to maximize their

network and suite of aftersales services,

our cutting-edge manufacturing plant

uptime make it crystal clear that we are

ensuring that our customers’ vehicles are

with advanced manufacturing processes

a partner as committed as they are to

on the road 24/7, driving their business

and stringent quality controls. These

keeping their trucks on the road, for the

growth with efficiency and quality.”
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“Our goal is to match the best products

8 Key INITIATIVES to Ensure Uptime for Peterbilt Customers
1. Dealer network growth: The Peterbilt dealer network has
grown by more than 100 locations since the beginning of
2014 and is up to nearly 400 locations. The company plans
to continue its aggressive expansion and expects to reach
500 North American dealers in the years ahead.

5. PACCAR Solutions Service Management: This cloud-based
solution enables fully online service case management, saving
time and enabling real-time tracking of diagnostic and repair
activities. The platform is deployed across 95% of Peterbilt
dealer locations.

2. Hours of service: Core support hours continue to increase
significantly, with more than half of Peterbilt service
locations open extended hours and many providing 24-hour
service.

6. Mobile service: The Peterbilt network today operates more
than 600 mobile service units that can deliver on-site
emergency support and minor repairs.

3. Peterbilt Technician Institute (PTI): A large percentage
of Peterbilt service locations employ master-certified
technicians trained by PTI, a joint program with Universal
Technical Institute (UTI). Peterbilt works with UTI to recruit
and train high-level, career-minded service technicians and
place them within the Peterbilt dealer network.
4. Connected Truck: Peterbilts sold today are equipped with
SmartLINQ technology, which transmits truck diagnostic data
to fleet managers and dealership service personnel via the
4G cellular network. The system also uses machine learning
technology, providing recommendations and solutions based
on real cases and information from the field.

7. Parts support: Peterbilt dealers have industry-leading parts
availability and fill rates. Parts support is enhanced by tools
like Managed Dealer Inventory, which uses usage data to
suggest stocking levels, as well as the support from the full
network of North American Parts Distribution Centers, which
guarantee parts deliveries within 24 hours from 95% of all
dealer locations. Customers are also able to place orders
online using the Online Parts Counter, which provides full
access and visibility to dealer and distribution center stock and
optimal pricing and delivery.
8. Existing support: Longstanding service initiatives, such as
Peterbilt TruckCare and its 1-800-4-Peterbilt support line,
continue to evolve to ensure maximum customer support.
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Kristen Fleitman snaps her fingers three
times when she talks about the sense of
urgency she feels when her cellphone
rings at work. As inventory control manager,

cool under

pressure

20
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In her professional life, Kristen
Fleitman runs a team responsible for
tens of thousands of truck parts. In
her personal life, she’s co-lead of a
family that includes five boys and a
German Shepherd dog. Both require
organization, good communication,
and a strong sense of humor.

Kristen oversees 11 buyers and planners who are
each responsible for sourcing more than 2,000
truck parts—engines, frame rails, axles, drivelines,
and more. She spends much of each day ensuring
that thousands of items have arrived on schedule
and that the production line has all the parts it
needs.
A Peterbilt employee since 2013, Kristen
grew up on a cattle ranch outside Muenster,
Texas, about 50 miles northwest of Denton. Her
father was a butcher. Her mother worked on the
assembly line at Peterbilt for more than 30 years.
Together, her parents instilled a strong work ethic
in their four children, and that’s part of what
makes Kristen so great at her job.
After putting herself through college and
graduating from the University of North Texas
with a degree in applied behavior analysis, Kristen
worked as a retail manager for several Dallasarea companies before entering the power sports
industry as a parts and service manager. There, she
learned the ins and outs of motorcycles, UTVs,
ATVs, and personal watercraft. That’s also where
she met her master mechanic husband, Cory.

Rules of Engagement
Mornings at the Fleitman household start
early. Kristen wakes at 3:45 a.m. in order to be at
work by 5 a.m. That leaves Cory to get 14-yearold Nathan, 9-year-old Elijah, and 7-year-old
twins Drayvan and Draygan fed and dressed for
Catholic school. The couple’s oldest son, Craig,
is 18. He plans to become a welder or join the
military. The boys take turns feeding a German
Shepherd named Gauge. It’s only one of the
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chores they are expected to do without

production line. Kristen began running

plants to learn how they operated and

being asked—and without being paid.

electrical wiring and air hoses from the

spoke at PACCAR Winch in Oklahoma

“They will get some cash for going

frame rails to the engine, shortly before

about what it means to be a leader.

above and beyond,” Kristen says. “They

her mom retired. She is one of only a

all have savings accounts, and they earn

handful of women to ever work that

money doing different things, but they

part of the line. “It’s a hard job,” Kristen

don’t get an allowance for doing what is

says, “but there are not too many easy

expected of them.”

jobs on the line.” After seven months,

“What

I

tell

people

about

leadership,” Kristen says, “is that the
most important thing to me is making
sure that the people I work with have
everything they need to do their jobs.

Kristen moved to unit manager over cab

Teaching her children to take

It’s exactly the same with my family. My

trim, where she’d worked the summer

initiative and work hard to accomplish

role is to make sure that each person has

after she graduated from high school to

their goals is important to Kristen. On

everything they need to be successful.”

earn money for college.

To do that, she says, she gets to know

the family’s refrigerator
hangs a sheet of paper

“You know you’ve done your job when

people and listens to
what they have to say.

no one had to tell you to do your job, no one had to
And, if need be, she
finish your job for you, and no one had to redo your job. works alongside them to
with these rules about
get a full understanding
I tell them to apply that to everything in their lives.”
with

a

three-item

checklist. “I came up

how you know you have

taken care of your responsibility,” she

Kristen has been in her current role

like seeing the different aspects of the

says. “You know you’ve done your job

since mid-2018, and the nonstop pace

business. I like seeing a job from more

when no one had to tell you to do your

suits her. “I don’t like being stagnant

than one perspective. That way, I am

job, no one had to finish your job for

in a job, and I don’t like being bored,”

able to be a bridge between production

you, and no one had to redo your job.

she says. “I am constantly in motion.

and parts.”

I tell them to apply that to everything

Each day brings new challenges, new

When Kristen’s mother started on

in their lives.”

questions to answer. It’s a constant

the assembly line in 1985, Peterbilt

swirl of ensuring we have all the

produced eight trucks a day. Current

needed inventory for a rapidly moving

production is at an all-time high, and

production line. It’s like trying to

get it and some don’t,” Kristen says with

none of the trucks could be completed

manage the New York Stock Exchange;

a laugh. As a manager, Kristen expects

without the hard work of the inventory

you don’t want any bumps because the

the same from the people with whom

control team. It’s a never-ending cycle,

ripple effect can be significant.”

and it can be stressful. But Kristen

Does it work? A parent can only
show, tell, and hope. “Some of the sons

she works.

Leadership Position
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of what a job takes. “I

Even before her move to inventory
control manager, Kristen was selected

thrives when she’s tackling something
new and solving problems.

Kristen left the power sports business

to participate in PACCAR’s Emerging

“I liken my job to building

and stayed home for a year and a half

Leaders Roundtable. During the three-

sandcastles in the tide,” she says. “You

after the twins were born, and then

month-long professional development

do this magnificent work all day, and

she joined her mother on the Peterbilt

program, she visited other PACCAR

the next day you start all over again.”
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Kristen Fleitman and her crew—husband, Cory, and sons
Elijah, Drayvan, and Draygan—take a walk in the park.
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Individualized Solutions

Enduring Craftsmanship
Jorge Medina
Peterbilt Director
of Marketing

Our promise
The Peterbilt brand promise serves as a guide for everyone at Peterbilt—from the General
Manager to the assembly line worker who proudly puts together best-in-class trucks.

T
Pride and Class

Purposeful Innovation

he Peterbilt brand promise
comprises four pillars. Each of
them defines one important
aspect of Peterbilt culture and

Known for many years as the Class

and tools ensure best practices in man-

of the industry, Peterbilt also represents

ufacturing and inspection processes. A

core beliefs.

pride. The feeling is shared by employ-

high level of investment with suppliers

ees and customers alike—and that, com-

Individualized Solutions

and engagement of the workforce allows

philosophy, this pillar of the brand
promise represents the mindset of every
Peterbilt employee: We understand that
every customer has a unique business
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Pride and Class

and consistency. Six Sigma techniques

A fundamental part of the Peterbilt

24

Production System imposes discipline

us to have the resources and craftsmen
we need to build trucks that are consistently recognized by customers as the
highest quality and most reliable.

Purposeful Innovation

bined with coveted quality, elevates the
brand. The company’s American origins
resulted from the entrepreneurial ambition of T.A. Peterman, and Peterbilt
holds a well-earned place in popular culture. Peterbilt is the quintessential rep-

and business model and therefore a

This phrase is tied to a simple prin-

resentation of the hard-working truck

unique need. Peterbilt trucks allow for

ciple: Peterbilt’s drive to improving

driver, and we easily maintain our rep-

more than 50,000 options selectable

products, services, and manufacturing

utation as the manufacturer of premi-

through our online sales tool. Every

processes are always in the service of the

um products that deliver class-leading

year, Peterbilt engineering meets unique

customer. Every change that we make

performance and uptime. Put simply:

customer requirements, from chassis lay-

needs to have an intrinsic value to the

The Peterbilt brand remains as aspira-

out and component location to custom

fleet operator or owner-operator. We

paint schemes, delivering exactly what

are always looking for effective solutions

our customers want.

that will save our customers money,

Enduring Craftsmanship

functionality, or a new approach to

updated software that delivers enhanced

Quality in processes and engage-

delivering support. Everything Peterbilt

ment of people are central to Peterbilt’s

does begins with the question: How does

way of doing business. The PACCAR

this make it better for the customer?

tional as it has ever been. Drivers prefer
Peterbilt trucks for their comfort and
status. Fleet managers prefer Peterbilt
trucks for their durability and capability
of delivering enhanced profitability. All
of us see a brand we can be proud of.
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The spacious new Peterbilt Model 579
UltraLoft delivers satisfaction for the driver
teams at Covenant Transportation Group.

26
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TEAM Players
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The Model 579 UltraLoft offers headroom in the forward cab and overhead
storage compartments (far left) that appeal to team drivers. The upper bunk
(near left) provides plenty of space. The aerodynamic design of the Model
579 UltraLoft (below) has contributed to measurably significant fuel economy
improvements over the rest of the Covenant fleet.

T

he Covenant Transportation
Group, now at more than
3,000 trucks, has long been in
the business of running what

Peterbilt equipment in the company

For Flerl, the journey to discover

Peterbilt a significant fleet presence.

no trouble seating them. They were

were coming in the summer, and he

fleet to new levels. And it’s changed the

the best fit for the demands of his fleet

And he felt no manufacturer at that

lined up for it. But at that time, even the

started telling other drivers. We had

perception of what a fleet truck should

started with a push to satisfy the needs

time offered the necessary space and

Model 579s still weren’t roomy enough

a fair number of drivers who were

be for Flerl. No frills? Basic amenities?

of some of the firm’s most important

design components to meet the needs of

for our teams, most of which aren’t nat-

due for a new truck a couple months

are commonly referred to as fleet trucks.

The UltraLoft is the roomiest and most

employees: the team drivers, who are

his team-driver applications.

ural teams. They’re not husband-wives,

prior, but they were refusing to take

No frills. Basic amenities. Minimal pur-

comfortable production cab-sleeper on

on the road for up to three weeks at

one because it wasn’t going to be the

chase price.

“When the original Model 579 first

father-sons. They’re people who need a

the market. And price is now simply a

a time and fill more than 700 seats in

came out, we tried 10 of them,” he says.

little more space and privacy.”

Peterbilt UltraLoft.

Covenant Transport’s fleet.

“We put a PACCAR MX-13 engine in

“It used to be price,” says Scott Flerl,
director of equipment procurement for
the diversified Chattanooga, Tennesseebased carrier. “Price, price, price, price.”
But when Peterbilt introduced its
new Model 579 UltraLoft, the entire
concept of fleet truck was turned on its
ear, at least for Covenant.
Today, the Model 579 UltraLoft
has Covenant growing the presence of
28
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data point in a larger cost-of-ownership
formula that strongly favors UltraLoft
ownership, according to Flerl.
“We have to look at maintenance,

Identifying a Need
Flerl had some familiarity with

Flerl and Covenant personnel made

“When that first one came in, it

them, put a team in them, and just put

their interests known to Peterbilt. And

created such a buzz that we had to hide

our toes in the water.”

as development of the Model 579

it in the shop for a little while because

UltraLoft progressed, Flerl and compa-

everyone wanted to get in it. We wanted

ny became highly interested observers

to get in it first.”

and contributors.

Seeking Input

fuel economy, residual value, driver

Peterbilt products prior to his Model

Flerl says fuel economy was a closely

acceptance, all those things together to

579 UltraLoft experience. In 2011, the

watched metric in those first Model

see what really is the best value prop-

company bought some Model 386s,

579s, and the truck performed better

osition in a piece of equipment,” he

and he was generally pleased with the

says. “We’ve done a great job in the last

no-longer-produced

perfor-

“And we learned what we already

several years developing a total cost of

mance. But contractual obligations with

knew—the drivers were gonna love it,

“Gossip spreads so fast in truck-

“The cabinet configuration was well

ownership formula.”

other OEMs never allowed him to make

especially the tenured drivers. We had

ing,” Flerl says. “One driver heard they

thought out and it was obvious they

truck’s

than expected in that regard.

The company took delivery of its
first Model 579 UltraLoft in July 2018.

Flerl was immediately impressed by
what he saw.
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The leadership team at Covenant Transportation Group includes
(from left to right) Director of Equipment Procurement Scott Flerl,
President and Chief Operating Officer Joey Hogan, and founder and
Chief Executive Officer David Parker.

Covenant Transportation Group
Chattanooga, Tennessee

CEO David Parker and his wife
Jacqueline started the company in 1986
with 25 trucks and 50 trailers. Today,
companies in their control operate more
than 3,000 trucks.
David’s stepfather, Clyde, ran
Southwest Motor Freight and was
among the first in the industry to
pioneer the team driving concept.

had asked for driver input,” he says.

three-tenths better consistently, you

“Peterbilt definitely sought input from

know it’s the real deal.”

a lot of people when it came to design
and layout, and that’s just not the norm
in this industry.
“And the top bunk was actually
functional and usable. A lot of times,
even in a raised-roof sleeper, the bunk
is up there but it ends up just being a
fancy shelf because the driver gets up
there and the roof is so close he gets
claustrophobic. Immediately, you could
tell this was a usable space up there.”

30

While resale remains down the road,
Flerl is confident he’ll realize a strong
return after the usual 42- to 48-month
ownership cycle is complete.

Covenant Transport is one of six
sister companies—including two mostly
dedicated carriers plus Southern
Refrigerated Transport in Texarkana,
Arkansas—to operate under the larger
Covenant Transportation Group banner.
David cites his Christian faith as
instrumental in shaping the company’s
operating principles and culture.
Covenant Transportation Group (CVTI)
is publicly traded on NASDAQ.

“The brand name will speak for
itself. And the acceptance of this truck
I think will be fine to the second user.
Our used truck group told us, ‘Just buy
the big trucks. They sell all day long.’ So
we think it will do well.”

“And we like to differentiate ourselves culturally and just treat our people with a level of respect,” Flerl adds.

Flerl ended up taking delivery of

But most important is how the

“We pride ourselves on treating people

170 Model 579 UltraLofts. Citing

Model 579 UltraLoft resonates with

as people and not, ‘You’re just out there

uptime and performance, particularly

the current driver pool, particularly

driving a truck and if you don’t like it,

in fuel economy, he already has 100

Covenant’s team drivers.

there’s a hundred more of you lined up

more on order, spec’d with the complete

“We have a very tight freight net-

out there.’ Those drivers are faced with

PACCAR Powertrain and many aerody-

work and that appeals to drivers. And

a lot more frustrations than we probably

namic performance enhancers from the

the equipment side of it is something

are sitting in the office, so you never

Peterbilt EPIQ package.

we stress. If the truck’s sitting in the

know what’s going to be the difference

“The Peterbilt is the most fuel-

shop, a driver’s not making any money,

keeping them on board.”

efficient in our fleet,” he says. “You

so having a new fleet—21 months on

start getting up there, two-tenths better,

average—is important.
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BRIDGESTONE IS
HERE TO TAKE YOUR
FLEET FURTHER

For Flerl, the Model 579 UltraLoft

NEW!

Introducing the New
Bridgestone R284™ Ecopia
The R284™ Ecopia is a steer tire that gives you the best of both worlds: long wear
life and the fuel efficiency benefits Ecopia tires are known for. Thanks to innovative
technology the R284 delivers significant wear life while also improving rolling
resistance by 5%, compared to the R283A™*. With unparalleled service and the
nation’s largest network of dealers, Bridgestone is here to take your fleet further.
*Based on rolling resistance measurements on 16-ply tires sized 295/75R22.5. Results may vary.

R284 ™ ECOPIA
STEER

is making that difference.
COMMERCIAL.BRIDGESTONE.COM

©2019 BRIDGESTONE AMERICAS TIRE OPERATIONS, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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CLASS ACTS

New Medium-Duty Options Boost Uptime
With a focus on uptime, Peterbilt has added two new options for medium-duty
trucks: SmartLINQ® remote diagnostics on Models 348, 337, 330, and 325,
and the Bendix® Wingman® Fusion advanced driver assistance system for Models
348 and 337. The Peterbilt SmartLINQ Remote Diagnostic solution is now
available with a PACCAR PX Engine or a natural gas engine. It’s seen
tremendous acceptance from Class 8 customers since 2015. The
system gives customers easy-to-understand, real-time information
on the status and performance of their vehicles. Beginning
this fall, medium-duty customers can opt for the Wingman
Fusion collision mitigation system, which integrates camera
and radar technology for safer driving and improved
profitability. Its object detection, lane departure warning,
and over-speed alerts lessen a driver’s workload, reduce
driver fatigue, and help mitigate accidents.

The Brand-New Blackout
The Peterbilt Blackout Exterior Package, now available on every Model 579, was created to appeal to
drivers who like a super sleek look. It includes an
exclusive Black Effect exterior paint for the cab and
sleeper, Dura-Black aluminum wheels, and a black
finish grille crown. “The unique look of the package
adds to the already winning combination of bold
Peterbilt styling and superior driver comfort of the
UltraLoft,” says Robert Woodall, assistant general
manager, sales and marketing.

Dealer of the Year
At the 2019 Peterbilt Dealer Meeting held in California earlier this
year, The Peterbilt Store was recognized as Dealer of the Year. It also
received six Platinum Oval awards for excellence and the Best in Class
award for its high rankings in parts and service, medium-duty sales,
Class 8 sales, and MX engine sales. Headquartered in Baltimore, The
Peterbilt Store operates 16 locations across seven states. It was also
named Dealer of the Year in 2004 and 2016.

32
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Rick McClerkin, along with his fiancee, Kathy
Cantaloube, celebrate his winning the Peterbilt
SuperFan contest—and a new Peterbilt 567 Heritage,
shown hauling some of McClerkin’s collectibles. Near
left, top to bottom: McClerkin raises the hood of his
Model 567 to show off the engine to a group of high
school students; McClerkin’s collection includes vintage
Fageol and Peterbilt restorations; McClerkin and a
student take a closer look at the grille of the Model 567.

him busy when he’s not working on
outreach initiatives. He saves his Model
567 for flatbed jobs—in part because
of his desire “to keep it shiny”—but he
will soon be running the new truck full
time. California’s strict environmental
laws will force him to park his Model
379. McClerkin expects that truck,

25 TONS

which can be operated legally anywhere
else in the United States, to fetch good

and a
Message

value on the resale market.
“It’s got good specs for a heavy
hauler,” he says. “People are still
looking for Peterbilts like this. It’s a true
testament to how well they hold their
value.”

SuperFan winner Rick McClerkin mixes payload with
outreach as he puts his prize Model 567 to work.
Rick McClerkin remembers
the advice he received after
winning the Peterbilt SuperFan
contest and its grand prize
of a new Peterbilt Model 567
Heritage in 2018. “They told
me to go make some money
with it,” recalls the San Jose,
California, resident. “But to me,
it was about more than just
making money.”
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n true SuperFan fashion, McClerkin and his prize Model 567
have become ambassadors not only for the Peterbilt brand
but also for the trucking industry. The veteran trucker puts

And then McClerkin will get around
to making the Model 567 his primary
money maker—besides continuing to

“It’s just incredible to see how far these
Peterbilts have come.”

use it for shows and outreach events.
“It’s just a joy to drive,” he says.

trucking once they sat in that truck,” he

“I love the new technology,” says

says. “People don’t realize they can start

McClerkin, who first sat behind the

1917 Fageol—the brand that preceded Peterbilt at its original

out as a driver, put away some money

wheel of a truck in 1973, when his dad

was hard work. But then I bought that

Oakland, California, headquarters—and a 1947 Peterbilt

and own a truck like this someday. I

let him drive his Peterbilt Model 350

2000 Peterbilt brand new and it was so

that he’s currently restoring to 1939 specs to match the first

like to get out as much as I can, talk to

down the street. “I love every bit of it.

easy to drive.

complete Peterbilt ever sold.

people, and spread that message.”

most of the mileage on his new truck by hauling some of his
collectibles to industry events. Those collectibles include a

Additionally, McClerkin takes his truck to career days at
high schools, where he’s certain it’s making an impression.
“I think it changed a few minds about pursuing a career in

For McClerkin, the truck represents a

And you can see how much it matters to
the next generation.”
McClerkin

still

“You know, when I first started driving,
it was a job to drive a truck. I mean, it

“But this Model 567, it’s just another
leap forward. It’s quiet, it’s powerful, it’s

2000

easy to drive—it’s amazing. It’s just

new generation in technology, and he sees

runs

a

Peterbilt Model 379 for the Silicon

incredible to see how far these Peterbilts

that resonate among the younger set.

Valley construction projects that keep

have come.”
S ummer 2019
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PACCAR SUPPORT
TRP Is PACCAR’s global brand of quality aftermarket
replacement parts that surpass expectations for
quality, dependability, and value for all makes and
models of trucks.

Adding Value

Peterbilt dealerships have dependable
service and maintenance parts in stock,
including PACCAR Genuine parts and
TRP all-makes parts.

Peterbilt provides business solutions to customers through PACCAR.

With routine service scheduling,
remote diagnostics monitoring, and
emergency

roadside

assistance

for

Peterbilt customers, PACCAR Parts’ 365
Customer Support Centers are committed

expedites parts to Peterbilt dealers to

for more than 900 worldwide fleet

to providing immediate assistance for

maximize uptime for fleet customers.

operators. And the 24/7 availability of

fleets of all sizes. Vehicle Support Center

These teams work seamlessly together to

the PACCAR Parts’ eCommerce system

provide world-class service to customers,

provides customer access to more than 1.4

making business easier.

million aftermarket products. It allows

delivers technical support to Peterbilt
dealers that serve operators of PACCAR
MX engines. Technical Research works

With customized support, PACCAR

Peterbilt customers to see their specific

with Peterbilt dealers to ensure customers

Parts’ Fleet Services Programs maximize

pricing along with their local dealer’s

get the right parts they need to get

performance with national pricing,

parts inventory. Online Parts Counter

back on the road fast. Customer Service

centralized billing, and network support

is integrated with large fleets, making it

The PACCAR Parts 365 Center provides comprehensive aftermarket support 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. The four strategic service teams that the Center
operates to better serve your fleet are Vehicle Support, Roadside Assistance, Technical Research, and Customer Service.

P

eterbilt is a flagship division
of PACCAR, and Peterbilt
customers have access to
equipment innovations such as

full-service leases on new Peterbilt heavy-

support. The uptime solutions offered by

and medium-duty trucks, as well as a full

PACCAR Parts include state-of-the art

suite of solutions that boost operational

distribution centers, superior inventory

efficiency for lease customers. PACCAR

management systems, advanced 365

PACCAR engines, which are recognized

Financial offers loans and more to help

Customer Support Centers, customized

for unparalleled quality, technology, and

fleets finance their business needs.

fleet services programs, and an innovative

performance on a global scale. PACCAR
also provides other valuable resources
throughout
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a

Peterbilt

customer’s

Here is a closer look at some of those
offerings.

eCommerce program.
PACCAR Parts’ 18 global Distribution

ownership experience. PACCAR Parts

PACCAR Parts

drives uptime for customers around the

PACCAR

Centers drive uptime with reliable part
uptime

availability and shipping accuracy. In

world with innovative programs centered

for Peterbilt customers with industry-

addition, PACCAR Parts’ inventory

around aftermarket parts. PacLease offers

leading products, services, and customer

management systems ensure that all
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Parts

drives

Same benefits of all lightweight Alcoa® aluminum wheels,
now in Matte Black.
alcoawheels.com/durablack
37
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easier for fleets to order across different

to fuel tax reporting, driver compliance

made in a five-year period with a new

regions with different dealer groups,

training to toll management, PacLease

truck. It all starts with spec’ing for the

ensuring pricing and POs match as they

creates customized business solutions for

operation—you have to get that right—

submit their daily orders.

its lease customers so they can focus on

and Peterbilt engineering is legendary.”

PacLease

their core operations. “We have a broad

Should fleets experience a sudden

Leasing is one way for fleets to maintain

understanding of customer needs and

spike in business or need trucks to carry

a consistent buying cycle, but PacLease is

many ways to help keep a fleet’s business

them over until their new equipment

more than a truck leasing company—it’s

moving forward,” says PacLease’s Chuck

arrives, PacLease offers a full lineup of

a business partner. Providing all-inclusive

Davis. “When a fleet signs a full-service

high-quality Class 6, 7, and 8 rental

bumper-to-bumper maintenance is just

lease with PacLease, we assist with all

trucks.

the beginning. From onboard telematics

of the decisions that would typically be

PACCAR Financial

Stay strong.

A finance company with a unique
understanding of the trucking industry,

Boost fuel efficiency

PACCAR Financial offers loan services

and driver confidence

and products tailored specifically for

with the lineup

fleets and owner-operators in all industry

of Michelin fuel

segments. It pairs excellent customer

efficient drive tires.

service with the latest technology to
deliver solutions that streamline the truck
purchasing experience. Recent examples
include a mobile version of the finance
sales and credit platform with e-contract
and e-signature functionality (an industry
first), and a finance application tool that
can approve a customer in seconds. What’s
more, PACCAR Financial and Peterbilt
partner to offer competitive bundled
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finance programs like MX engine rebates,
extended warranties for Class 8 vehicles,
extended warranties for medium-duty
stock units, and more. “These unique

• Fuel efficiency – Smartway® verified fuel economy
• Mileage – Long, even wear
• Driver confidence – Excellent traction

industry offerings set PACCAR Financial
apart,” says PACCAR Financial’s Cole
Skeen, who adds that in all cycles of the
industry, “PACCAR will be available to
assist Peterbilt customers in their truck
buying experience.”

Visit: www.MichelinTruck.com

As these products and programs
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demonstrate, PACCAR and Peterbilt are

Delo 400 keeps every Peterbilt
truck ready for what’s next
®

It’s a long road, with no room for risk. Use the right oil
from the start so that you’re always ready—no matter
what’s ahead.
chevronlubricants.com

committed to innovating for the success
of customers.
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Introducing the Model 579 UltraLoft™, with a lightweight integral cab-sleeper design that takes the
Model 579 to new levels of driver comfort and performance. The distinctive exterior features a bold,
sculpted roofline and aerodynamic enhancements for increased fuel economy. The new interior
offers best-in-class headroom, bunk space and storage. The standard PACCAR Powertrain, including
the PACCAR MX-13 engine and the advanced PACCAR Automated Transmission, maximizes fuel
efficiency and drivability, making the Model 579 UltraLoft the driver’s truck of choice.
For more information, stop by your nearest Peterbilt dealer or visit Peterbilt.com.
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